
Summary
The Yorkshire Dales is a large scale upland landscape of high moorland, dissected by often deep dales, which forms 
part of the Pennine uplands running up the centre of Northern England. It is separated from the North Pennines 
by the Stainmore Trough faults and from the more industrialised South Pennines by the Craven Faults. Just 0.3% 
of the area is urban, 4% is woodland, and 26% is upland grazing. 71% of the area falls within the Yorkshire Dales 
National Park and 17% within the Nidderdale AONB. 30% of the area is designated as SSSI.

The key farmstead characteristics are:

Landscape and Settlement

 ! !"#$%&'(!)*!+&,-(.%(/!.+/!/#01('0(/!0(%%-(2(+%3!(0%.4-#05(/!#+!%5(!2(/#(6.-!1('#)/!.+/!-.%('3!0(%!#+!.!-.+/0,.1(!
with a long history of enclosure.

 ! !7#85!/(+0#%9!)*!*.'20%(./0!.+/!*#(-/!4.'+0!#+!%5(!-.+/0,.1(:!;5(!5#85(0%!/(+0#%#(0!.'(!,)22)+-9!.00),#.%(/!<#%5!
small-scale fields in the pastoral upper dales, and the miner-farmer landscapes of the northern dales. Larger 
farms are found in the lower dales where arable farming was more commonly practised.

 ! !;5(!*.'2(/!-.+/0,.1(0!)*!%5(!=)'>05#'(!?.-(0!5.6(!02.--!.'(.0!)*!#''(8&-.'!*#(-/0!'(0&-%#+8!*')2!%5(!,-(.'.+,(!)*!
woodland by the 14th century. Isolated farmsteads otherwise developed from medieval cattle farms and forest 
lodges or as a result of the piecemeal and planned enclosure of farm and common land. 

 

Farmstead and Building Types

 ! !@#+(.'!*.'20%(./0!A!<#%5!5)&0(0!.+/!<)'>#+8!4&#-/#+80!.%%.,5(/!#+A-#+(3!0)2(%#2(0!($%(+/(/!#+%)!.+!)6('.--!@!
shape - are the dominant type of farmstead, and may also have additional detached buildings.

 ! !B)&'%9.'/!*.'20!.'(!%91#,.--9!02.--!#+!0,.-(!<#%5!<)'>#+8!4&#-/#+80!*.,#+8!)+(!)'!2)'(!0#/(0!)*!.!*),.-!9.'/:!
There are also some dispersed plans where there is no focal yard area and the working buildings are placed 
along a driftway for moving cattle or within the boundary of the farmstead which may have developed as a 
pound for holding livestock.

 ! !")0%!*.'25)&0(0!)+!%5(0(!*.'20!.'(!.%%.,5(/!%)!%5(#'!<)'>#+8!4&#-/#+803!.0!*)&+/!#+!2)0%!&1-.+/!1.'%0!)*!
+)'%5('+!.+/!<(0%('+!C+8-.+/:!7#85A0%.%&0!*.'20%(./03!%5)0(!'(4&#-%!%)!'(8&-.'!,)&'%9.'/!1-.+0!#+!%5(!-.%(!DE%5!
and 19th centuries and those in the lower dales are most likely to have detached houses which sometimes face 
away from the working buildings.

 ! !")0%!<)'>#+8!*.'2!4&#-/#+80!.'(!1-.++(/!.')&+/!%5(!+((/!%)!5)&0(!,.%%-(!.+/!5.93!<#%5!0)2(!'(F&#'(2(+%!%)!
store and thresh corn, and a diversity of functions in smaller ancillary buildings. 

 ! !G#(-/!4.'+0!*)'!#+A<#+%('#+8!,.%%-(3!.+/!0)2(%#2(0!05((13!.'(!.!5#85-9!/#0%#+,%#6(!.+/!1')2#+(+%!*(.%&'(!#+!%5(!
-.+/0,.1(:!;5('(!.'(!0)2(!-.'8('!($.21-(0!<#%5!-.'8(!/))'0!.+/!0)2(!)&%*.'20!*)'!1'),(00#+8!,)'+!.0!<(--

 

Materials and Detail

 ! !?)2#+.+%!&0(!%5')&85)&%!%5(!?.-(0!)*!-#2(0%)+(3!0.+/0%)+(!.+/!8'#%0%)+(3!<#%5!-),.-!6.'#.%#)+03!*)'!4)%5!<.--#+8!
and roofing, in combination with use of stone for field boundaries. 

Rarity and Significance

 ! !;5(!*.'20%(./0!.+/!*#(-/!4.'+0!)*!%5(!=)'>05#'(!?.-(0!5.6(!.!0%')+8!.+/!,)5('(+%!.',5#%(,%&'.-!,5.'.,%('3!#+!
large part due to the dominance of stone. This significance is heightened by the fact that the farmsteads and 
<)'>#+8!4&#-/#+80!0#%!<#%5#+!.!-.+/0,.1(!<5#,5!'(%.#+0!,-(.'!6#0#4-(!(6#/(+,(!H!($,(1%#)+.-!#+!.!+.%#)+.-!.+/!
#+%('+.%#)+.-!,)+%($%!H!*)'!-.+/!&0(!.+/!0(%%-(2(+%!*')2!%5(!1'(5#0%)'#,!1('#)/:!

 ! !;5(!*#(-/!4.'+0!)*!%5(!?.-(0!H!)6('!I3JJJ!)*!%5(2!#+!%5#0!.'(.!H!2.>(!.!2.K)'!,)+%'#4&%#)+!%)!#%0!/#0%#+,%#6(!
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character. 

 ! !;5(!?.-(0!'(%.#+0!0)2(!($,(1%#)+.--9!'.'(!($.21-(0!)*!4&#-/#+8!%91(0!.+/!2.%('#.-0!%5.%!DL%5!.+/!MJ%5!
century change have largely swept from the upland landscapes of northern England - heather thatch roofing 
(often internal), and single-storey barns with evidence for cruck frame and other early roof carpentry.

 ! !N)'>#+8!4&#-/#+80!<#%5!DE%5!,(+%&'9!.+/!(.'-#('!*.4'#,!.'(!'.'(:!;5(9!.'(!2)0%!,)22)+-9!.00),#.%(/!<#%5!%5(!
large combination barns on high-status farmsteads or the larger farms which developed in the southern dales 
O(01(,#.--9!".-5.2/.-(3!P#44-(0/.-(!.+/!"#//-(Q@)<('!N5.'*(/.-(R:

Drivers for Change

 ! !N#/(01'(./!'(/&+/.+,9!)*!%'./#%#)+.-!*.'2!4&#-/#+80!(01(,#.--9!*#(-/!4.'+03!'(,(+%-9!/&(!%)!4.-(!0#-.8(!<5#,5!
'(F&#'(0!2(,5.+#0(/!4&->!5.+/-#+8!.+/!%)!.+#2.-!<(-*.'(!0%.+/.'/0!<5#,5!5.6(!-(/!%)!'(1-.,(2(+%!)*!0%.--#+8!
49!-))0(!5)&0#+8:!@.'8(!05(/0!+)<!'(F&#'(/!*)'!2)'(!,(+%'.-#0(/!2.+.8(2(+%!.+/!)6('A<#+%('#+8!)*!0%),>:!
There has also been the continued enlargement of farm holdings, and resulting decoupling of ‘surplus’ 
farmsteads from agricultural production. 

 ! !S!'(,(+%!0%&/9!OP#,>(%%0!MJJLR!5.0!/(2)+0%'.%(/!.+!#+,'(.0(!#+!02.--!*.'20!4(-)<!*#6(!5(,%.'(0!.+/!-.'8('!
*.'20!.4)6(!DJJ!5(,%.'(03!0&88(0%#+8!.+!#+,'(.0(!#+!1&',5.0(0!49!-#*(0%9-(!4&9('0!.+/!($1.+0#)+!49!-.'8('3!
professional farmers. There has been a shift to part-time farming, and an increase in diversification and off-
*.'2!#+,)2(!#0!($1(,%(/!.0!4&0#+(00(0!,)2(!&+/('!,)+0#/('.4-(!*#+.+,#.-!1'(00&'(:

AREA SUBDIVISIONS – SEE MAP ON P.3

1 Dentdale and the North West

The traditional architecture of this area is more similar to 
that of the eastern Cumbrian fells, including the Orton 
G(--0!.+/!%5(!7)<8#--!G(--0!H!2&,5!)*!%5(!-.%%('!.-0)!<#%5#+!
%5(!=)'>05#'(!?.-(0!T.%#)+.-!U.'>:!N5#%(!1.#+%!O-#2(<.05!
often over a thin coat of render) is commonly used for 
houses and there is a stronger emphasis on smaller-
scale courtyard farmsteads with single-storey barns and 
attached animal housing than the remainder of the Dales. 

2  Bishopdale, Langstrothdale, Upper Wharfedale and 
Littondale

The farmsteads in all these valleys relate to a strong 
1.%%('+0!)*!-#+(.'!(+,-)0&'(0!($%(+/#+8!*')2!%5(!6.--(9!
bottoms, with some groups of field barns that developed 
on high pastures as well as in the valleys. 

3 Wensleydale, Swaledale and Arkengarthdale

7#85!/(+0#%#(0!)*!*.'20%(./0!.+/!*#(-/!4.'+03!%5(!-.%%('!
often worked from small settlements some of which 
($1.+/(/!.0!#+/&0%'#.-!,)22&+#%#(0!49!%5(!2#/!DL%5!
,(+%&'9!H!(01(,#.--9!#+!S'>(+8.'%5/.-(!.+/!"#//-(!.+/!
Upper Swaledale. The lower dales of Swaledale and 
N(+0-(9/.-(3!.+/!%5(!+)'%5('+!1.'%!)*!B)6('/.-(3!.'(!
marked by larger-scale fields and farmsteads, with a higher 
proportion arranged around courtyards. 

4 Craven Dales, Malhamdale and Western Fringe

Larger farms developed on this area’s well-drained 
limestone-based soils, often into courtyard steadings. 
V)2(!0&'6#6#+8!*#(-/!4.'+0!.')&+/!".-5.2!/.%(!*')2!%5(!
-.%(!DW%5!.+/!(.'-9!DE%5!,(+%&'#(0:!

5 Mid Wharfedale and South East Fringe

7#85!/(+0#%#(0!)*!*.'20%(./0!.+/!1'(ADL%5!,(+%&'9!*#(-/!
barns in areas of irregular enclosure (assarts) from 
woodland, with lower densities of farmsteads in those 
areas affected by improvement driven by the Devonshire 
.+/!)%5('!(0%.%(0!*')2!%5(!-.%(!DE%5!,(+%&'9:

6 Nidderdale

7#85!/(+0#%#(0!)*!*.'20%(./0!#+!X11('!T#//('/.-(3!
commonly associated with the smaller-scale, older, 
field patterns, in contrast to the lowest densities of 
(mostly planned) farmsteads within the designed regular 
enclosure landscapes east and north east of Pateley 
Bridge. These reflect the activities of improving estates in 
%5(!DE%5!.+/!DL%5!,(+%&'#(0:

7 Eastern Fringe 

".+9!*.'20%(./0!'(2.#+!<#%5#+!%5(!6#--.8(0!<5#,5!
developed in this area, around which are often striking 
patterns of enclosures from strip fields. Low densities 
of isolated farmsteads result from the planned and 
piecemeal enclosure of farmland and large blocks of 
common land. There are also pockets of early irregular 
enclosure with higher densities of smaller farmsteads such 
as around Thornthwaite.

Summary continued
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 ! !V#+,(!1'(5#0%)'#,!%#2(0!*.'2('0!5.6(!&%#-#0(/!%5(!
moorland for summer grazing, peat, heather and 
4'.,>(+:!;5(!1(.%93!.,#/#,!.+/!F&#%(!#+*('%#-(!0)#-0!)+!
the upper valley sides have a long history of grazing 
with intermittent cultivation; arable and hay meadows 
have been concentrated on the richer soils of the 
valley floors and lower valley sides.

 ! !"#+)'!8(+%'9!(2('8(/!#+!%5(!DY%5!,(+%&'9!.0!.!>(9!
force in the development of small estates: many of 
their houses date from this period. 

 ! !")0%!5)-/#+80!.,')00!%5(!=)'>05#'(!?.-(0!'(2.#+(/!
small in scale and have been sustained by access 
to large areas of common land. In Swaledale the 
practice of partible inheritance resulted in much 
fragmentation and dispersion of holdings. 

 ! !G.6)&'.4-(!,)+/#%#)+0!)*!,&0%)2.'9!%(+&'(!O.0!#+!
)%5('!1.'%0!)*!N(0%!U(++#+(0!.+/!%5(!B&24'#.+!*(--0R!
also led to a strongly independent farming population, 
greatly benefiting from the rise in livestock prices and 
increase in the cattle trade from the late 17th century. 
This is reflected in high numbers of farmsteads with 
*.4'#,!/.%#+8!*')2!%5(!-.%(!DW%5!.+/!DE%5!,(+%&'#(0Z!
many have datestones, recording the aspirations and 
prosperity of their owners and tenant farmers.

 ! !G')2!.%!-(.0%!%5(!DW%5!,(+%&'9!,.%%-(!<('(!4')&85%!
from the Scottish borders via the northern dales 
to fairs to the south. A highly-specialised dairying 
economy (for the production of cheese) in which 

little or no corn was grown, had developed from 
the 15th century in the northern dales (especially 
V<.-(/.-(3!N(+0-(9/.-(!.+/!S'>(+8.'%5/.-(R:!G.'20!
were generally larger in the lower dales, where 
richer and more free-draining soils could sustain 
more arable cultivation and cattle fattening as well as 
dairying.

 ! !V5((1!#+,'(.0(/!#+!+&24('0!*')2!%5(!-.%(!DE%5!
century, for the supply of wool and meat to markets 
of nearby industrial regions. 

 ! !S,,(00!%)!%5(!'.#-!+(%<)'>!*')2!%5(!DEWJ0!*.,#-#%.%(/!
%5(!($1)'%!)*!4)%5!05((1!.+/!,.%%-(3!.+/!)*!*'(05!
milk to nearby markets and towns and even south to 
London. 

! ! ![+/&0%'9!(+,)&'.8(/!%5(!8')<%5!)*!0(%%-(2(+%0!
and by-employment in farming communities. 
;5(!($1-)#%.%#)+!)*!)'(!/(1)0#%0!O2.#+-9!-(./R!
from the late 17th century was concentrated in 
S'>(+8.'%5/.-(3!X11('!V<.-(/.-(3!N(+0-(9/.-(3!2#/!
N5.'*(/.-(!.+/!T#//('/.-(3!".K)'!%($%#-(!.'(.0!5./!
/(6(-)1(/!.0!.!5.+/,'.*%!#+/&0%'9!49!%5(!2#/!DE%5!
,(+%&'9!.')&+/!V>#1%)+3!.+/!#+!N5.'*(/.-(3!?(+%/.-(!
.+/!V<.-(/.-(:!G')2!%5(!-.%(!DE%5!,(+%&'9!%($%#-(0!
began to be manufactured in spinning mills powered 
by water, later steam. There were also pockets of coal 
production, such as between Dentdale and Garsdale 
5(./0:!S!/(,-#+(!#+!%5(!-(./!.+/!%($%#-(!#+/&0%'#(0!O%5(!
*)'2('!.*%('!.!1(.>!#+!DE\WR!<.0!.,,)21.+#(/!49!.!
/(,-#+(!#+!%5(!1)1&-.%#)+!)*!%5(!?.-(0!.*%('!DE\J:

National Background

7#0%)'#,!*.'20%(./0!*)'2!1.'%!)*!/#0%#+,%!.8'#,&-%&'.-!'(8#)+0!<5#,5!/(6(-)1(/!.,')00!C+8-.+/!*')2!%5(!2(/#(6.-!
1('#)/3!2#$#+8!)'!01(,#.-#0#+8!%)!/#**('#+8!/(8'((0!#+!%5(!1')/&,%#)+!)*!,)'+3!-#6(0%),>!)'!/.#'9!1')/&,%0:![+!
some areas farmers and smallholders have combined farming and industry, often utilising common grazing 
on moorland and heath. These regions were influenced by patterns of landownership, communications, urban 
development and industry, as well as the nature and intensity of earlier land use. 

S8'#,&-%&'.-!1')/&,%#6#%9!5.0!-)+8!4((+!0&0%.#+(/!49!+(<!%(,5+#F&(0!#+!,')1!.+/!.+#2.-!5&04.+/'93!.+/!%5(!
restructuring and enlargement of farm holdings. These developments, and local variations in the prosperity of 
*.'2#+83!.'(!)*%(+!($1'(00(/!#+!0&,,(00#6(!<.6(0!)*!'(4&#-/#+8!)*!5)&0(03!4.'+0!.+/!)%5('!0%'&,%&'(0!($%(+/#+8!
#+%)!%5(!2(/#(6.-!1('#)/:!;5(!1('#)/!DW\JADEEJ3!.+/!(01(,#.--9!%5(!,.1#%.-A#+%(+0#6(!]7#85!G.'2#+8 !̂9(.'0!)*!%5(!
DEIJ^0AWJ^03!0.<!.!1.'%#,&-.'-9!05.'1!#+,'(.0(!#+!1')/&,%#6#%93!#+!<5#,5!%5(!'(4&#-/#+8!)*!*.'20%(./0!1-.9(/!.!>(9!
')-(:!;5#0!<.0!*)--)<(/!49!.!-)+8!4&%!'(8#)+.--9!6.'#(/!/(1'(00#)+!<5#,5!-.0%(/!&+%#-!%5(!V(,)+/!N)'-/!N.':!
From the 1950s family farms have further shrunk in number, as farm sizes and the intensity of production has 
#+,'(.0(/:!7#0%)'#,!*.'20%(./0!.+/!%5(#'!4&#-/#+80!5.6(!4(,)2(!'(/&+/.+%!.0!+(<!+)+A.8'#,&-%&'.-!2)/(0!)*!
rural living have become increasingly popular. Some of these farmsteads are in commercial use, but most are in 
domestic use, often combined with home-working. 

1 HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT
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 ! !!;5(!-.+/0,.1(!'(%.#+0!,-(.'!(6#/(+,(!#+!%5(!*)'2!)*!
walled trackways for the seasonal movement of stock 
to summer grazing on the moorlands. The moorland 
1-.%(.&!'(%.#+0!($%(+0#6(!*#(-/!'(2.#+0!'(-.%#+8!%)!-.+/!
use and settlement reaching back into the prehistoric 
period, including for temporary settlements (sheilings) 
associated with summer grazing by surrounding 
communities. Its open character results from 
($%(+0#6(!<))/-.+/!,-(.'.+,(!%5.%!5./!),,&''(/!49!
the Bronze Age, causing down-slope washing of soil 
from the resulting moorlands. 

 ! !S!-)+8!5#0%)'9!)*!1.0%)'.-!&0(!0#+,(!%5(!DI%5ADY%5!
,(+%&'#(0!5.0!0&0%.#+(/!%5(!($,(1%#)+.-!0&'6#6.-!#+!
%5(!6.--(9!0#/(0!)*!1'(5#0%)'#,!.+/!P)2.+)A_'#%#05!
settlement and field systems, and of multi-period 
earthworks resulting from earlier settlement and land 
use (e.g. field boundaries and terracing, and house, 
barn and stack platforms).

 ! !̀ '.a#+8!49!,.%%-(!.+/!05((1!#+!%5(!6.--(903!.+/!
clearance for smelting in the northern dales, has 
prevented the regrowth of woodland in most areas. 
Ancient woodlands have been retained on the 
6.--(9!0#/(03!(01(,#.--9!#+!N5.'*(/.-(!.+/!@#%%)+/.-(:!
Important surviving wood pasture with pollarded 
%'((0!0&'6#6(0!#+!@)<('!N5.'*(/.-(!.+/!T#//('/.-(:

 ! !;5(!1'(0(+%!1.%%('+!)*!0(%%-(2(+%!/.%(0!*')2!%5(!
9th-12th centuries and later. There are very high 
densities of isolated farmsteads in Dentdale, but 
otherwise settlement across the Dales comprises 
.!2#$!)*!5.2-(%03!02.--!6#--.8(0!.+/!/#01('0(/!
farmsteads. Larger villages are concentrated in the 
-)<('!/.-(0!O(01(,#.--9!@)<('!N(+0-(9/.-(!.+/!
N5.'*(/.-(!.+/!#%0!0#/(!6.--(90R:!

 ! !_)&+/.'9!<.--0!/.%(!*')2!%5(!2(/#(6.-!1('#)/!
onwards, the oldest being the continuous walls which 
hug the contours around the perimeter of valleys and 
prevented stock from trampling growing corn and hay 
#+!%5(!0&22(':!7(/8(')<0!.'(!.-0)!1'(0(+%:!;5(!-.%%('!
are a strong feature in Dentdale, Deepdale and the 
Lune Valley and were probably more common in the 
medieval period.

 ! !V)2(!#0)-.%(/!*.'20%(./03!.+/!.-0)!0(%%-(2(+%03!
developed from medieval cattle farms (vaccaries) 
and forest or hunting lodges, usually after they had 
been leased out by lords and monasteries from the 
14th century. There are small areas where isolated 
farmsteads developed within areas of medieval 
<))/-.+/!,-(.'.+,(:!")0%!#0)-.%(/!*.'20%(./0!
were established in association with the piecemeal 
enclosure of medieval arable strips, meadows and 
,)<!1.0%&'(0!4(%<((+!%5(!D\%5!.+/!DE%5!,(+%&'#(03!
some relate to distinctive intakes from the moorland 
edge and others were redeveloped or newly-
0#%(/!!.2)+80%!-.%(!DE%5!.+/!DL%5!,(+%&'9!'(8&-.'!
enclosures of the moorland edge. 

 ! !;5#0!(+,-)0&'(!5(-1(/!%)!4))0%!*('%#-#%9!%5')&85!%5(!
more systematic containment of livestock and their 
manure, and field lime kilns were constructed in large 
numbers to produce lime to boost the fertility of the 
land in these areas.

 ! !V2.--5)-/#+80!.-0)!/(6(-)1(/!#+!2#+#+8!.'(.03!)*%(+!
encouraged by landowners and sited around or 
within planned moorland-edge enclosures or intakes. 

 

National Background

The density and distribution of farmsteads, and other features in the landscape such as trees and woodland, 
display strong variations that result from the way that people have lived within and used the land and its 
resources. By the 11th century, there were already distinctions between areas where villages (nucleated 
settlement) predominated, concentrated in the central strip of village England, and other areas where the pattern 
of settlement was mostly dispersed across the landscape. These have in turn affected the siting of woodland and 
the routeways which connected settlements to each other and regional markets. In some areas smallholders 
combined farming and industry, utilising common grazing on moorland and heath.

The density of farmsteads in the landscape relates to how landscapes have changed in order to best serve the 
needs of farmers and rural communities. This is also reflected in the patterns of enclosure – the shape of fields 
and the form of their boundaries. Fields often increased in size as holdings were amalgamated or enlarged 
and farmsteads became larger. The lowest densities of farmsteads and larger fields are found in areas where 
large arable-based farms developed. The highest densities and smaller fields are concentrated in areas of small-
0,.-(!,.%%-(A'(.'#+8!.+/!/.#'9#+8!*.'20!.0!<(--!.0!.'(.0!)*!,)22)+A(/8(!0(%%-(2(+%!+($%!%)!5(.%503!2)00!.+/!
moorland.  

2 LANDSCAPE AND SETTLEMENT
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Aysgarth. The period 
from the mid-19th 
century witnessed 
increasing numbers 
of the farmsteads in 
the planned medieval 
village of Aysgarth 
being converted to a 
variety of commercial 
and domestic uses. 
Surrounding the village 
are fields resulting from 
enclosure by agreement 
from common pasture 
and arable, some of 
which (especially in the 
foreground) retain the 
form of medieval arable 
0%'#10:!b!P)4('%!N5#%(!Q!
YDNPA

Isolated farmsteads to the south east of the village are set within irregular boundaries and ancient woodland that indicate the creation 
)*!*.'2-.+/!*')2!<))/-.+/!1'#)'!%)!%5(!DI%5!,(+%&'9:!P#//#+80!#0!.!*#(-/!)'!*.'2!+.2(!.00),#.%(/!<#%5!2(/#(6.-!<))/-.+/!,-(.'.+,(3!
usually under licence from the landlord (and termed assarting). Based on OS 1st Edition 6” map 1843–1890. Crown Copyright and Landmark 
Information Group Ltd (All rights reserved 2011) Licence numbers 000394 and TP0024
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c(%%-(<(--!#+!"#//-(!N5.'*(/.-(:!
The slightly curving alignments of 
the boundary walls in the valley 
floor south of Kettlewell reflects 
the subdivision of a former 
arable field and its conversion to 
pastoral use, probably in the 16th 
)'!(.'-9!DW%5!,(+%&'9:!"(/#(6.-!
lynchets (terraces either along or 
across the contours) and ridge 
and furrow can still be seen in 
some of the fields. Later, isolated 
field barns (cow houses) are 
located close to trackways and 
roads. Larger walled pastures 
occupy the limestone plateau.  
b!P)4('%!N5#%(!Q!=?TUS

?'(4-(93!@)<('!N5.'*(/.-(:!
Some hamlets developed 
from medieval cattle farms 
(vaccaries) and forest lodges, 
as here at Drebley in Lower 
N5.'*(/.-(:!;5(!*#(-/!1.%%('+!#0!
less regular, probably a result of 
piecemeal enclosure from the 
medieval period, including the 
former communal arable in the 
foreground. The earliest phases 
of stone walling relate to stock 
pounds within the hamlet and 
the trackways that reach into the 
surrounding communal fields and 
the open moorland to the west. 
They affirm the role of cattle and 
the need to contain and manage 
them, whilst two surviving cruck 
barns testify to the past role of 
corn production in this landscape. 
The cruck barns were converted 
into cow houses in the 19th 
century, after the construction 
of large combination barns with 
first-floor threshing areas on 
each of the three farmsteads 
that came to dominate this 
settlement. In the landscape 
around the hamlet are isolated 
farmsteads, some of which date 
from the post-medieval enclosure 
of cow pastures. © Eddie Proctor
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Gunnerside, Swaledale. Swaledale 
5.0!.!2#$%&'(!)*!+&,-(.%(/!
settlement, much of it originating 
in medieval vaccaries. Gunnerside, 
to the bottom right of the image, 
has some surviving farmsteads, 
typically with the working 
buildings attached in-line to the 
house, and cottages built for 
-(./!2#+('0!#+!%5(!-.%('!DE%5!.+/!
19th centuries. By this period 
isolated field barns or cow 
houses occupied almost every 
valley bottom meadow, the 
irregular patterns of piecemeal 
enclosure being clearly visible 
around them. On the valley sides 
intakes of various dates testify 
to the pressure on land but 
tongues of common land still 
($%(+/!/)<+!%)!%5(!6.--(9!*-))'3!
providing important routeways 
for leading cattle between their 
winter shelters and the summer 
grazing in the cow pastures and 
moorland.  
b!P)4('%!N5#%(!Q!=?TUS

Blades, Swaledale. The pattern 
of small-scale linear farmsteads 
around the moorland edge, 
particularly in Swaledale and 
Arkengarthdale, relate to 
%5(!DE%5!.+/!DL%5!,(+%&'9!
establishment of very small 
farms and smallholdings whose 
occupants combined farming 
with incomes derived from lead 
mining and other activities such 
.0!F&.''9#+8:!"#+('Q*.'2('0!
<('(!'(,)'/(/!#+!%5(!DE\D!
census returns for Swaledale 
and Arkengarthdale, where 
2.+9!5)-/#+80!/#/!+)%!($,((/!
20 acres in size and could 
comprise no more than three 
acres. Smallholders often relied 
upon access to common land 
and woodland and typically had 
little or no enclosed land. A large 
oval intake from the moorland 
has been subdivided into smaller 
fields, probably as a result of 
the further subdivision of farms 
through partible inheritance. 
b!P)4('%!N5#%(!Q!=?TUS
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")0%!*.'25)&0(0!#+!%5(!?.-(0!.'(!.%%.,5(/!%)!%5(#'!
<)'>#+8!4&#-/#+803!.0!#+!($%(+0#6(!.'(.0!)*!+)'%5('+!.+/!
<(0%('+!C+8-.+/:!7#85A0%.%&0!*.'20%(./03!%5)0(!'(4&#-%!
%)!'(8&-.'!,)&'%9.'/!1-.+0!#+!%5(!-.%(!DE%5!.+/!DL%5!
centuries and those in the lower dales are most likely to 
have detached houses which sometimes face away from 
the working buildings.

In the Dales there is a broad distinction between the 
working buildings found on farmsteads (farmstead 
barns, cattle housing, pigsties, cartsheds etc) and more 
isolated working buildings which comprise field barns, 
combination barns and outfarms mostly for the winter 
housing of stock and their fodder.

Key Farmstead Types are:

 !  Linear and L-plan farmsteads with integral farmhouses, 
where the house and working buildings are attached 
and in-line. These are most closely associated with 
upland and common-edge farmsteads in northern 
and western England. 

 !  Courtyard plans where the working buildings are 
arranged around one or more yards for cattle, 
and often have developed from linear farmsteads. 
The largest and those with detached houses are 
concentrated on high-status sites and in the lower 
dales. They fall into broad categories of loose 
courtyard plans where the buildings are detached 
and loosely arranged; regular courtyard plans where 
the buildings are interlinked and formally arranged 
and L-shaped plans with additional buildings 
facing the yard. Cartsheds, sometimes stables and 
other ancillary buildings can be placed around the 
perimeter of the main group, facing towards routes 
and tracks.

 ! !V)2(!dispersed plans, where the buildings and 
sometimes yards are dispersed within the boundary 
of the farmstead or dispersed along a routeway.

Farmstead Buildings 

 ! !?.-(0!*.'20%(./0!%91#,.--9!/(6(-)1(/!%)!0('6(!.!2#$!
of functions – housing horses, cattle and their fodder, 
storing and processing corn and other functions such 
as housing calves, hens and pigs in smaller buildings. 

 ! !;5('(!.'(!0)2(!6('9!'.'(!0&'6#6#+8!($.21-(0!)*!
early single-storey farm buildings, which were cruck-
*'.2(/!.+/!/.%(!&1!%)!%5(!DW%5!.+/!(6(+!DE%5!
centuries. Some farm buildings retain – typically as 
visible scars in their gable ends – the cores of steep-
pitched and heather-thatched roofs.

 ! !;5(!0%.+/.'/!*)'2!)*!4.'+3!0)2(!($.21-(0!)*!
which (especially in the southern Dales where larger 
*.'20!/(6(-)1(/R!/.%(!*')2!%5(!-.%(!DW%5!.+/!DE%5!
centuries, is the combination barn for all or some 
of the following functions - housing corn, hay, grain, 
,.%%-(!.+/!5)'0(0!.0!<(--!.0!,.'%0:!")0%!,)24#+.%#)+!
barns are wholly or part-lofted, with entries for cattle 
in one or both ends.

 ! !;5('(!.'(!.!*(<!4.+>!4.'+03!2)0%-9!)*!(.'-9A2#/!DL%5!
century date, with banks and ramps enabling access 
to upper-floor hay mews and barns for storing and 
threshing corn. These are concentrated to the north-
west, forming part of a distinctive Cumbrian building 
tradition.

 ! !@(.+A%)0!.+/!)%5('!($%(+0#)+0!*)'!5)&0#+8!.//#%#)+.-!
cattle and sometimes horses are common.

 ! !̀ '.+.'#(0!.'(!&+,)22)+!.0!%5(!?.-(0!<.0!.!2.#+-9!
pastoral economy. There is evidence for granaries 
in the form of broad stone steps to first-floor loft 
doors in working buildings or sometimes houses. 

 ! !B.'%!05(/0!.'(!'.'(:![+!%5(!2#//-(!.+/!&11('!?.-(0!
sledges were commonly used to transport harvested 
hay and corn.

 ! !V2.--!2&-%#A*&+,%#)+.-!4&#-/#+803!#+,-&/#+8!0#+8-(A0%)'(9!
,.-*!5)&0(0!,-)0(!%)!%5(!5)&0(!.+/!5(+!5)&0(0Q!
pigsties. Peat houses are documented but difficult to 
recognise. 

National Background

The character of farmsteads has been shaped by their development as centres for the production of food from 
the surrounding farmland as well as local traditions, landownership and variations in the size and type of farms. 
A farmstead is the homestead of a farm where the farmhouse and some or all of the working farm buildings are 
located, some farms having field barns or outfarms sited away from the main steading. The principal function of 
farmsteads has been to house the farming family and any workers, store and process harvested crops and dairy 
products, provide shelter for livestock, carts and implements and produce manure for the surrounding farmland. 
G.'20%(./0!'(F&#'(/!.,,(00!%)!')&%(0!.+/!%'.,>03!.+/!<)'>#+8!4&#-/#+80!<('(!0#%(/!.')&+/!9.'/0!.+/!)%5('!
.'(.0!*)'!0%.,>#+8!,')10!.+/!2.+.8#+8!-#6(0%),>:!")0%!%'./#%#)+.-!*.'20%(./!4&#-/#+80!/.%(!*')2!%5(!DL%5!,(+%&'93!
survivals of earlier periods being increasingly rare. Over the 20th century – and especially since the 1950s – 
farmstead functions have been met in all areas by standardised sheds.

3 FARMSTEAD AND BUILDING TYPES
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 ! !P)./0#/(!,5&'+!0%.+/0!,-)0(!%)!*.'29.'/0!)'!*.'2!
entrances are another distinctive feature dating from 
the 1920s. They relate to the collection by lorry of 
2(%.-!,5&'+0!,)+%.#+#+8!-#F&#/!2#->!%)!%.>(!%)!-),.-!
creameries or to railway stations to supply distant 
markets. 

Isolated buildings

Isolated buildings almost wholly comprise:

 ! !G#(-/!4.'+03!.-0)!>+)<+!.0!,)<!5)&0(0!.+/!*#(-/!
houses, built for the over-wintering of cattle and the 
storage of hay. These are a highly distinctive feature 
of the Yorkshire Dales and other northern English 
&1-.+/!-.+/0,.1(0:!")0%!.'(!-.%(!DE%5QDL%5!,(+%&'9!
in date, but these include some with clear evidence 
in their footings or steep roof pitches for earlier 
heather-thatched barns. 

 ! B)24#+.%#)+!4.'+03!#+,-&/#+8!4.+>!4.'+0:

 ! !P.'(!0&'6#6#+8!($.21-(0!)*!0#+8-(A0%)'(9!4.'+0:

Also:

 ! !G#(-/!-#2(!>#-+0!/.%#+8!*')2!%5(!-.%(!DE%5!.+/!DL%5!
centuries, where limestone was burnt to provide 
lime for spreading on fields, now mainly ruinous

 ! !7)88!5)&0(0!*)'!9(.'-#+8!05((13!2.#+-9!*)&+/!#+!%5(!
upper Dales.

 ! !P))%!5)&0(0!<#%5!,)'4(--(/!'))*03!.!*(.%&'(!)*!-)<('!
N5.'*(/.-(!.+/!%5(!(.0%!#+,-&/#+8!T#//('/.-(!<5('(!
potatoes were grown.

Farmsteads in England vary enormously in their scale and the 
($%(+%!%)!<5#,5!%5(9!#+,)'1)'.%(!(-(2(+%0!)*!2)'(!%5.+!)+(!1-.+!
type. Linear farmsteads are the dominent type across the Dales, 
followed by small-scale loose courtyard and regular courtyard 
plans. There are some dispersed plans.
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LINEAR FARMSTEADS

These are often distinguished by evidence for differential 
4&#-/#+83!)*%(+!#+!%5(!*)'2!)*!F&)#+03!4(%<((+!%5(!5)&0(!
and the barn. The agricultural end is normally towards 
the prevailing wind, thus adding some protection to the 
domestic accommodation. Any detached buildings are 
typically small-scale, such as pigsties and calf houses. All 
the buildings typically present one main elevation, facing 
)+%)!.!9.'/!.+/Q)'!.!2.#+!(+%'.+,(!.+/!,#',&-.%#)+!.'(.:!
Stack yards and other working areas may be sited to the 
rear. 

It is possible that some developed from longhouses 
where humans and animals shared the same entrance, 

but there is only fragmentary evidence for this in the 
?.-(0:!;5('(!.'(!0)2(!($.21-(0!)*!1.'.--(-!1-.+0!<5#,5!
have the farmhouse (often part of a linear plan) and an 
agricultural building lying parallel to each other with a 
small space between. 

Rarity and Significance: These are the commonest form 
of farmstead in the Yorkshire Dales, found in a variety 
)*!0#a(0:!".+9!.'(!+)<!+)!-)+8('!#+!.8'#,&-%&'.-!&0(!.+/!
the former byres have been converted into domestic 
accommodation. 

_(+%!7#--!G.'23!7.a-(<))/!<#%5!V%)'#%50!#+!
@)<('!N5.'*(/.-(:!@.#%5(!5)&0(0!)*!)+(!4&#-/!
are very rare in the Yorkshire Dales National Park 
S+!&+&0&.--9!-.'8(!($.21-(!)*!.!-#+(.'!*.'20%(./!
)*!)+(!,)+0%'&,%#)+!O.')&+/!DE\JR:!V)2(!)*!
these linear farmsteads are known as laithe 
houses, after the word ‘laithe’ or ‘lathe’ which is 
a northern English dialect word for a barn, or a 
combined barn and cow house. Laithe houses 
are very rare in the Yorkshire Dales National 
Park. They are most densely concentrated in the 
U(++#+(!1.'%!)*!N(0%!=)'>05#'(!.+/!@.+,.05#'(3!
where dual income from farming and industry – 
1'#2.'#-9!%($%#-(0!H!(+.4-(/!02.--5)-/#+80!%)!4(!
(,)+)2#,.--9!6#.4-(:!b!P)4('%!N5#%(!Q!=?TUS
A large linear farmstead at Aysgarth in 
N(+0-(9/.-(:!;)!%5(!'#85%!)*!%5(!5)&0(!#0!.!
,.'%05(/!<#%5!0%(10!%)!.!8'.+.'9:!b!d('(29!@.>(!Q!
C+8-#05!7('#%.8(

Attached L-plans are large-scale linear farmsteads 
%5.%!5.6(!4((+!4&#-%!.0!)'!($%(+/(/!#+%)!.+!
overall L-plan. A 19th century linear farmstead 
east of Pateley Bridge to the east of the area, 
($%(+/(/!#+%)!.+!)6('.--!@A1-.+:!b!d('(29!@.>(!Q!
C+8-#05!7('#%.8(

"#'(!7)&0(3!`'.00#+8%)+3!S!02.--!-#+(.'!
farmstead consisting of a small two storey house 
with an attached barn of at least two phases, 
1.'%!)*!<5#,5!5.0!/.%(!0%)+(!PUDEED!1')4.4-9!
'(*(''#+8!%)!.!P#,5.'/!U.'>('!<5)!),,&1#(/!
%5(!5)&0(!.+/!W\!.,'(0!.,,)'/#+8!%)!%5(!DEWD!
census. The  straightwalled nature of the fields 
0&'')&+/#+8!"#'(!7)&0(!0&88(0%0!%5.%!*)'2.-!
enclosure allowed the creation of a a new 
5)-/#+8:!b!P)4('%!N5#%(!Q!=?TUS
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COURTYARD PLANS

Loose Courtyard Plan 

Loose courtyard plans have individual buildings set 
around one or more sides of a cattle yard, with or 
without scatters of other farm buildings close by. 

Rarity and Significance: ;5(!02.--(0%!($.21-(0!<#%5!
working buildings to one side of the yard are typical 

of many upland areas in northern England. The larger 
($.21-(0!<#%5!4&#-/#+80!%)!%5'((!)'!(01(,#.--9!*)&'!0#/(0!
of the yard are associated with large or high-status farms 
(such as manor farms and the home farms to estates). 

=)'(!7)&0(!G.'23!X11('!N(+0-(9/.-(3!<5('(!.!
linear farmstead (note the steps to the first-floor 
-)*%R!<.0!($%(+/(/!<#%5!.!MA0%)'(9!4&#-/#+8!%)!
)+(!0#/(!)*!%5(!9.'/:!b!P)4('%!N5#%(!Q!=?TUS

G-(%,5('03!?(+%/.-(:!S+)%5('!($.21-(!)*!%5(!
small-scale courtyard plan so typical of the Dales, 
and especially common in the north west around 
?(+%:!b!P)4('%!N5#%(!Q!=?TUS

P#//#+80!G.'23!@)<('!N5.'*(/.-(:!G.'20%(./0!
with detached farmhouses and buildings set 
around two or more sides of the yard are 
found in the southern Dales. This farmstead was 
rebuilt after the irregular fields around it were 
reorganised into a regular pattern. To the right 
is a linear farmstead which has a large attached 
barn with a lean-to for cattle.  
b!d('(29!@.>(Q!C+8-#05!7('#%.8( 

Yockenthwaite, Langstrothdale. The view into this 
farming hamlet shows a linear farmstead in the 
foreground and a courtyard farmstead across the 
'#6('!N5.'*(:!;)!%5(!'#85%!#0!.!4.'+!)*!,DLLJ3!.+/!
the routeway provided access to a hay meadow 
.+/!#%0!*#(-/!4.'+0:!b!P)4('%!N5#%(!Q!=?TUS
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Regular Courtyard Plan 

These consist of linked ranges, set around one or more 
cattle yards. They more often result from a single phase 
of building or rebuilding and display greater consistency 
in the use of materials and constructional detail than 
other farmstead types.

Rarity and Significance: They are most commonly 
found as L or U-shaped layouts – often with the house 
attached to the working buildings but facing away 
*')2!%5(!*.'29.'/:!@.'8('A0,.-(!($.21-(0!.'(!'.'(!.+/!
concentrated in areas of large-scale regular enclosure 
resulting from the improvement of moorland or the 
reorganisation of farmland in the lower dales. 

B-(.%)1!_.'+03!V(%%-(3!2.#+-9!4&#-%!DEWJQWD:!;5(!(.0%!'.+8(!#0!.!4.'+!
with a shippon and hayloft at its southern end. The north range 
contains a shippon and hayloft and the two storey part of the west 
range has a stable with hayloft and a cart shed, probably originally 
<#%5!.!%.,>!'))2!.+/!0%)'(!'))2!.4)6(:!b!P)4('%!N5#%(Q=?TUS

;5('(!.'(!0)2(!'.'(!($.21-(0!)*!-.'8('A0,.-(!'(8&-.'!,)&'%9.'/!
1-.+0!4&#-%!49!(0%.%(03!.0!5('(!.%!V,.#*(!7.--!#+!T#//('/.-(3!<5#,5!5.6(!
been completed in classical style. © Jen Deadman

Cleatop Barns,  Settle. The single storey building at the south end of 
the stable and cart shed range includes an open–sided shed with a 
-#F&#/!2.+&'(!%.+>!4(-)<!#%0!*-))':!b!P)4('%!N5#%(Q=?TUS
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DISPERSED PLANS

These are farmsteads where the buildings and yards 
are loosely arranged within the overall area of the 
farmstead. They are often bisected by routeways and 
public footpaths. Buildings present many facets to the 
surrounding landscapes, which often provide open views 
into the groups.

Rarity and Significance: They are strongly associated, 
as elsewhere in the uplands of northern and western 
England, with areas of the smallest farms and 
smallholdings close to former rough land and common 
and around the routes and tracks for moving livestock 
%)!!2))'-.+/!.+/!)%5('!($%(+0#6(!8'.a#+8!.'(.0:!

Eskeleth, Arkengarthdale. The farmsteads and 
non-conformist chapel developed around a 
driftway which – until it was blocked off early 
in the 19th century – provided access to the 
2))'-.+/:!b!P)4('%!N5#%(!Q!=?TUS

@)<!S05!7(./!#+!".05.2!"))'!#+!T#//('/.-(3!
which originated as a cattle lodge producing dairy 
goods for Fountains Abbey. Dispersed plans can 
have buildings clustered within a large paddock 
area which probably originated as a pound for 
holding stock close to the moorland. © Jen 
Deadman
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FIELD BARNS AND OUTFARMS

Field barns provided storage for hay in a mewstead 
and cattle would be housed at one or both ends of 
the building, allowing for manure to be spread onto 
the surrounding fields in the spring. As holdings were 
%91#,.--9!0,.%%('(/!.+/!#+%('2#$(/3!*#(-/!4.'+0!/#01(+0(/!
with the need to bring cattle in to be milked on the 
steading and the tensions that inevitably arose when 
cattle were herded in all directions across the landscape 
to different homesteads. A small barn typically housed 
0#$!5(./!)*!,.%%-(!.+/!-.'8('!4.'+0!%<(-6(!)'!'.'(-9!

more: the latter have large doors on the side wall to the 
2(<0%(./!.+/Q)'!%5(!%5'(05#+8!*-))':!

Rarity and Significance: Field barns are a highly 
significant feature of the Dales, and combine with the 
intricate patterns of dry-stone walling and hay meadows 
to form an integral and distinctive part of its landscape.  
Some of the most distinctive ‘barns and walls’ have been 
/(0#8+.%(/!.0!,)+0('6.%#)+!.'(.0:!;5(!6.0%!2.K)'#%9!/.%(!
*')2!%5(!(.'-9A2#/!DL%5!,(+%&'9!.+/!#+%.,%!DE%5!,(+%&'9!
)'!(.'-#('!($.21-(0!.'(!($%'(2(-9!'.'(:

;5#0!/'.<#+8!05)<0!5)<!.!*#(-/!4.'+!*)'!0#$!,.%%-(!
<)'>(/:!")0%!)*!%5(!4.'+!<.0!8#6(+!)6('!%)!%5(!
loose storage of hay, for feeding cattle between 
e,%)4('!.+/!".9:!b!!=?TUS

In many parts of the Dales there is 
documentary evidence for the ‘marking out’ 
by individual families of the former communal 
pasture, a process that preceded the 
construction of platforms for hay stacks and of 
field barns for cattle. In some parts of the Dales, 
.0!5('(!.%!B)&+%('0(%%!#+!P.9/.-(3!%5('(!#0!,-(.'!
archaeological evidence for sub-rectangular 
and circular stack stands and field barns. These 
stack stands and many heather-thatched barns 
were swept away by later phases of rebuilding, 
when more sophisticated masonry and roofing 
%(,5+#F&(0!<('(!&0(/!%)!4&#-/!*#(-/!4.'+0!<#%5!
combined hay mews and cattle housing © 
P)4('%!N5#%(!Q!=?TUS

Pitching hole for hay, also provides 
light and ventilation

7)-(!*)'!
(K(,%#+8!
manure

Stalls for cattle, backing onto 
manure passage

7.9!2(<
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V)2(!)*!%5(!(.'-#(0%!*#(-/!4.'+03!0&,5!.0!%5(0(!($.21-(0!#+!X11('!V<.-(/.-(3!<('(!0(%!#+%)!%5(!5#--0#/(!.+/!5./!,.%%-(!0%.--(/!<#%5!%5(#'!
5(./0!*.,#+8!%5(!8.4-(A(+/!<.--:!;5(0(!<('(!%91#,.--9!02.--A0,.-(!.+/!)*%(+!)+-9!)+(!)'!)+(!.+/!.!5.-*!0%)'(90!5#85:!".+9!5./!+(<!)1(+#+80!
#+0('%(/!.0!%5(!#+%('+.-!.''.+8(2(+%0!<('(!,5.+8(/!#+!%5(!DL%5!,(+%&'9:!!b!P)4('%!N5#%(!Q!=?TUS

V)2(!*#(-/!4.'+0!5.6(!(6#/(+,(!*)'!(.'-#('!,)'(0!<#%5#+!%5(23!*)'!($.21-(!
in their footings or (as here) steep roof pitches for earlier heather-
thatched barns. This field barn at Storiths on the Bolton Abbey estate is 
set within an area of medieval fields with dispersed farmsteads, that had 
been cleared under licence from the priory in the 13th century. © Jeremy 
@.>(!Q!C+8-#05!7('#%.8(

Line of earlier roof

B-)88('49!P#883!;5<.#%(3!X11('!V<.-(/.-(:! 
b!P)4('%!N5#%(!Q!=?TUS

`&++('0#/(!_)%%)203!V<.-(/.-(:!b!P)4('%!N5#%(!Q!=?TUS

The very high densities of small field barns in some 
areas (especially Upper Swaledale, Arkengarthdale, 
X11('!N(+0-(9/.-(!.+/!#%0!0#/(!6.--(90R!'(0&-%!*')2!%5(!
development of a highly-specialised dairying economy 

that had developed by the 17th century, in which cheese 
was the principal product and little or no corn was 
grown. 
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".+%-(9!G#(-/!@.#%5(3!".-5.23!#0!/.%(/!DW\\!)6('!%5(!/))':!;5(!-.'8('!
.+/!(.'-#('!*#(-/!4.'+0!)*!".-5.2/.-(!.+/!P#44-(0/.-(!.'(!2)'(!
sparsely distributed within larger-scale fields, typically the product of 
(+,-)0&'(!49!.8'((2(+%!,)21-(%(/!49!%5(!(.'-9!DE%5!,(+%&'9:!;5(!'#,5!
limestone-based grasslands of these dales afforded good grazing land 
for fattening as well as rearing cattle. © Liz Bowling

_.'+!#+!"#/!N5.'*(/.-(:!;5#0!($.21-(!5.0!.!8'.+.'9!0#%(/!.4)6(!%5(!
stable to the left of the entry. To the right is a cow house.  
b!d('(29!@.>(!Q!C+8-#05!7('#%.8(

@)<('!N(+0-(9/.-(:!b!".'8.'(%!T#(>(!Q!T.%&'.-!C+8-.+/

7#85!S44)%0#/(3!X11('!N(+0-(9/.-(: 
b!P)4('%!N5#%(!Q!=?TUS

A large field barn in Nidderdale. © Jen Deadman

P.,>!P#//#+80!@.#%5(!)+!%5(!_)-%)+!S44(9!(0%.%(!<.0!4&#-%!.*%('!%5(!
reorganisation of the earlier enclosed farmland into straight-sided 
(+,-)0&'(0:!;5(!)6('.--!XA1-.+!5.0!.!,(+%'.-!4.'+!.+/!1')K(,%#+8!,)<!
5)&0(0:!b!d('(29!@.>(!Q!C+8-#05!7('#%.8(!

Typical features of larger field barns are wide doors 
(sometimes with porches) for the off-loading of hay 
and corn. They could also be provided with yards for 
cattle and for stacking corn and hay, and accessed by 

%'.,>0:!;5(!(.'-#(0%!.'(!,)+,(+%'.%(/!#+!".-5.2/.-(!.+/!
P#44-(0/.-(:!

Outfarms

Outfarms comprise isolated farmyards and their 
buildings set within the fields away from the main 
farmstead, which saved on the labour needed to 
transport crops and manure to and from distant fields. 
They are a feature of improved farming and estates in 

%5(!-.%(!DE%5!.+/!DL%5!,(+%&'93!(+.4-#+8!%5(!0%)'.8(!
and processing of crops and the enrichment of the 
surrounding land with farmyard manure. The degree of 
access to routes and tracks varies.
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BUILDING TYPES

Combination barns 

The combination barn is the standard building type on 
Dales farmsteads. They were built to store harvested 
hay (and sometimes corn and threshed straw and grain), 
5)&0(!,.%%-(!.+/Q)'!5)'0(0!.+/!0)2(%#2(0!05(-%('!,.'%!
.+/!*.'2!#21-(2(+%0:!")0%!5.6(!.!-.'8(!(+%'9!)+!)+(!
side wall for carts or sledges, as well as pitching holes 
and other entries to cow houses, stables etc. A small 
opposing door might indicate that the main entry was 
used for the winnowing (separating the husks or chaff 
from the grain) of threshed corn in a cross-draught. 

Rarity and Significance

 ! !B)24#+.%#)+!4.'+0!.'(!%91#,.--9!%5(!-.'8(0%!.+/!
earliest building on the farmstead. The earliest 
0&'6#6#+8!($.21-(03!<5(%5('!'(1'(0(+%#+8!0#+8-(A
build or adapted buildings, date from the later 17th 
.+/!(.'-9!DE%5!,(+%&'#(0!.+/!.-0)!*)&+/!#+!.+!.'(.!
($%(+/#+8!*')2!%5(!B&24'#.+!*(--0!%)!%5(!<(0%('+!
Pennines and the Lancashire valleys. 

 ! `'.+.'#(0!<#%5!8'.#+!4#+0!.'(!'.'(:

 ! !V%.4-(0!.+/!,)<!5)&0(0!<#%5!5#0%)'#,!0%.--0!.'(!
increasingly rare. 

Single-storey barns with 
cruck-framed roofs were 
mostly swept away from 
the Dales in the later 
DE%5!.+/!(.'-9A2#/!DL%5!
centuries. This is Dukes 
Barn north of Bolton 
Abbey, a barn which was 
'(2)/(--(/!#+!%5(!-.%(!DE%5!
century and provided with 
a cow house to take the 
,(-(4'.%(/!B'.6(+!7(#*('!
– one of the showpieces of 
improved Georgian cattle, 
in this case a Shorthorn. 
b!d('(29!@.>(!Q!C+8-#05!
7('#%.8(

@)<!7)&0(3!N(+0-(9/.-(:!B)24#+.%#)+!4.'+0!)*%(+!5.6(!-)*%(/!,)<!
houses at one or both ends, which can be accessed from doors in 
%5(!8.4-(!(+/:!7('(!%5(!/)<+5#--!(+/!)*!%5(!4.'+!#0!4')./(+(/!%)!
take two rows of stalls for cattle with three doorways in the gable 
end giving access to the central feeding passage and outer manure 
passages. © Frances Bland

".+9!4.'+03!.0!5('(!.%!V%.'4)%%)+!#+!X11('!N5.'*(/.-(3!5.6(!#+%(8'.-!
or later outshots for housing stock, the entries being both from the 
8.4-(!(+/0!.+/!0#/(0!)*!%5(!4.'+:!b!d('(29!@.>(!Q!C+8-#05!7('#%.8(!

;5(!%5'(05#+8!*-))'!%)!%5#0!4.'+!)*!,DE\J!O.%!?'(4-(93!0((!1:!WR!#0!
marked by the wide central cart entrance, and to the right is a stable. 
b!d('(29!@.>(!Q!C+8-#05!7('#%.8(

It is more common to find in the north west, as here in Dentdale, 
4.'+0!<#%5!.!0#+8-(!8.4-(A(+%'9!%)!%5(!,)<!5)&0(:!b!?(44#(!7(0-)1
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Bank barns 

These are storeyed barns built against a bank, thus 
enabling both floors to be entered from ground level. 
Typically bank barns have a first -floor mewstead or 
threshing floor sited above cattle housing, stables and 
other functions such as cart sheds. They are either built 
with the gable end set into the hillside (variant bank 

barns) or have the side wall set into a natural bank or 
artificial slope (true bank barns). 

Rarity and significance:!C$.21-(0!)*!1'(ADW\J!/.%(!.+/!
those with historic stalling and granaries are very rare. 

Cart shed

Cart sheds are open-fronted buildings which often face 
away from the farmyard and may be found close to the 
stables and roadways, giving direct access to the fields. 
Some have evidence for hatches for dropping sacks of 
grain from granaries into carts; hoists for hauling grain; 
many have steps to first-floor granaries with internal 

grain bins and louvred windows.

Rarity and significance:!!;5('(!.'(!*(<!($.21-(0!#+!%5(!
Dales, and most cart entries are found as part of multi-
functional buildings.

_.+>!4.'+!.%!V(/4('85:!")0%!,)22)+!.'(!%5)0(!4&#-%!.-)+8!%5(!
0-)1(!<#%5!)+(!8.4-(!4&#-%!#+%)!%5(!4.+>!<#%5!%5(!4.'+!1')K(,%#+8!
into the valley. Buildings of this form are found throughout the 
upland landscapes of northern Europe, and allow livestock to be 
accommodated on part of the ground floor. They are concentrated 
in the Lake District, especially to the east, and occur elsewhere in 
&1-.+/!.'(.0!*')2!%5(!?.'>!U(.>!+)'%5<.'/0:!b!?(44#(!7(0-)1

T#//('/.-(:!b!".'8.'(%!T#(>( N(+0-(9/.-(:!b!@#a!_)<-#+8

True bank barns with the natural or artificial slope built against 
the side wall are concentrated on large estate farms – as here on 
the Cavendish estate near Bolton Abbey - and in the north west, 
the latter relating to the principal national concentration of these 
buildings in Cumbria. This shows the yard elevation. Note the 
partially blocked winnowing door to the upper floor. © Jeremy Lake 
Q!C+8-#05!7('#%.8(
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Cow house

A cow house is a building, or part of a multi-functional 
building, for stalling cattle (often dairy cattle). Cow 
houses are the most common individual building 
type, apart from the combination barn which may 
include cattle housing, in the Dales. This reflects their 
importance to the Dales economy, a characteristic 
shared with other landscapes of the uplands and vales 
(particularly west of the Pennines) of northern England. 
Typical features of cattle housing include: 

 ! @)<('!.+/!<#/('!/))'<.90!%5.+!0%.4-(0:

 ! !N#+/)<0!.+/!)%5('!*(.%&'(0!%)!.00#0%!6(+%#-.%#)+!
dating from the mid 19th-early 20th centuries eg 
hit-and-miss ventilators, and air ducts and ridge 
ventilators.

 ! f(+%#-.%#)+!)1(+#+80!.+/!5)-(0!*)'!(K(,%#+8!2.+&'(:

 ! ![+%('#)'!0%.--#+8!.+/!*((/#+8!.''.+8(2(+%0:!B)<0!
were usually tethered in pairs with low partitions of 
wood, stone, slate and, in the 19th century, cast iron 
between them. Feeding arrangements can survive in 
the form of hayracks, water bowls and mangers for 
feed. 

Rarity and Significance: Evidence for cattle housing is 
very rare before the 19th century, which heightens the 
importance of those Dales barns of an earlier date that 
#+,-&/(!,.%%-(!5)&0#+8!O0((!1:!DEADLR:!f('9!*(<!,)<A
house interiors of the 19th century or earlier have 
survived unaltered because hygiene regulations for the 
production of milk have resulted in new floors, windows 
and stall arrangements being inserted. Any pre-19th 
century fitments including doors and windows are 
($%'(2(-9!'.'(:

;<)A0%)'(9!,)<!5)&0(:!b!?)+!",@(--.+!Q!=?TUS V#+8-(A0%)'(9!,.-*!5)&0(:!b!d('(29!@.>(!Q!C+8-#05!7('#%.8(

S!5)-(!*)'!(K(,%#+8!2.+&'(!)+%)!.!2&,>!5(.1:!b!d('(29!@.>(!Q!
C+8-#05!7('#%.8(

Slate stalls held within timber frames, the loft floor strengthened by 
curved heel posts. © National Trust
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Hay Barn 

An open-fronted building for the storage of hay. Initially 
hay was stored in lofts above the animals but as the 
importance of good ventilation for animal welfare was 
increasingly understood in the 19th century, other 
2(%5)/0!)*!0%)'#+8!5.9!<('(!'(F&#'(/!H!(#%5('!#+!'#,>0!
or purpose-built hay barns. By the late 19th century 
the iron-framed Dutch barn was becoming a common 
feature of farmsteads and now forms a familiar part of 
the rural landscape. 

Rarity and Significance: 

 ! !;'./#%#)+.--9A4&#-%!5.9!4.'+0!*)'2#+8!1.'%!)*!,)5('(+%!
traditional farmstead groups will be significant. The 
.21-(!1')6#0#)+!*)'!5.9!#+!5.9!2(<0!($1-.#+0!%5(!
relative rarity – compared to other upland areas –  
of hay barns in the Dales.

 ! ![')+A*'.2(/!?&%,5!4.'+0!.'(!.!-#%%-(!'(0(.',5(/!
%91(!)*!*.'2!4&#-/#+8:!f('9!(.'-9!($.21-(0!,)&-/!4(!
regarded as having some significance. 

Hogg House

A field barn for hoggs or yearling sheep to give them 
protection over their first winter. Found in upland areas 
where sheep were not moved to lower land over 
%5(!<#+%(':!7)88!5)&0(0!.'(!/#0%#+8&#05(/!*')2!2)0%!
field barns by much lower floor-to-ceiling heights and 
sometimes associated yards and enclosures for sorting 
sheep etc.

Rarity and Significance: Those in the Dales are part of 
a concentration of these buildings in upland areas of 
northern England, particularly the Lake District (where 
they are identical or very similar in form) and the 
North Pennines (where they are single-storey). 

7.9!_.'+!+(.'!B)6('5.2!S44(93!1.'%-9!4&#-%!*')2!0%)+(!0.-6.8(/!
*')2!%5(!.44(9:!b!P)4('%!N5#%(!Q!=?TUS

S!02.--!%<)A0%)'(9(/!5)88!5)&0(!+(.'!U'9!7)&0(!G.'23!_#'>/.-(:!
;5#0!4&#-/#+8!#0!8.4-(/!.-)+8!#%0!05)'%!.$#03!.!'(6('0.-!)*!%5(!+)'2.-!
1'.,%#,(!)*!1-.,#+8!8.4-(0!.%!(#%5('!(+/!)*!%5(!-)+8!.$#0!4&%!<5#,5!
'(/&,(0!%5(!.2)&+%!)*!%#24('!'(F&#'(/:!b!P)4('%!N5#%(!Q!=?TUS

This iron-framed hay barn was built to supply feed to the cattle 
in this single-storey late 19th century cow house north of Pateley 
Bridge. © Jen Deadman 

Keld, Upper Swaledale. This late 19th century two-storeyed 
5)885)&0(!#0!.%%.,5(/!%)!%5(!<(0%!)*!.!02.--('3!DE%5!,(+%&'9!*#(-/!
barn. It incorporates a haymew, shippon and hogg house on the 
ground floor and a hogg house and hay mew on the first floor.  
b!P)4('%!N5#%(!Q!=?TUS
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Pigsty 

S!4&#-/#+8!*)'!5)&0#+8!1#80:!;5(!2.#+!'(F&#'(2(+%0!
for special accommodation were for farrowing, final 
fattening and accommodation of the boar. Pigsties were 
typically built as single-storey structures, but in the 
Dales many were built as low storeyed structures with 
henhouses in the lofts. Sties were often placed near 

the kitchen or dairy, because pigs were normally fed on 
kitchen scraps or whey (a by-product of dairying).

Rarity and Significance:  S+9!1'(ADL%5!,(+%&'9!($.21-(0!
are very rare. Significant if part of coherent farmstead 
groups.  

Hen House

Free standing stone-built poultry houses mainly date 
*')2!%5(!2#/!%)!-.%(!DL%5!,(+%&'9:!C$%('+.-!1)1!5)-(0!
.+/!#+%('#)'!+(0%#+8!4)$(0!.'(!/#0%#+8&#05#+8!*(.%&'(0:!
They were superseded by portable timber built hen 
houses in the early 20th century.

Rarity and Significance:  V&'6#6#+8!($.21-(0!.'(!'.'(3!
especially those that are part of coherent farmstead 
groups. 

S!5(++('9!1#88('9!.%!B)<0#/(!5)&0(3!@.+80%')%5/.-(:b!P)4('%!
N5#%(!Q!=?TUS

7(+!5)&0(!<#%5!.%%.,5(/!/)8!>(++(-3!`'.+8(!`#--3!N(+0-(9/.-(:! 
b!P)4('%!N5#%(!Q!=?TUS

A pigsty built into the bank, and below the hennery, in this 
T#//('/.-(!($.21-(:!b!".'8.'(%!T#(>(!Q!T.%&'.-!C+8-.+/

The interior of the Grange Gill hen house.  
b!P)4('%!N5#%(!Q!=?TUS
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Stable

A building, or part of a building, for housing horses and 
their harnessing and tackle. Stables are usually two-
storey and well-lit buildings, with ground-floor windows, 
pitching openings and ventilation to the first-floor loft 
.+/!.+!($%('+.-!0%.#',.0(:!;5(9!,.+!4(!/#0%#+8&#05(/!
from cow houses as they have tall and relatively narrow 
/))'0:!V)2(!5.6(!0%)+(!0%(10!%)!*#'0%A*-))'!8'.+.'#(0Q
wool lofts. Single-storey stables, as built from the later 
19th century, are rare. Interiors have:

 ! !N))/(+!)'!,.0%A#')+!O*)'!5#85A0%.%&0!)'!-.%(!
($.21-(0R!0%.--0!<#%5!.,,(00!%)!2.+8('!.+/!5.9'.,>:

 ! !G-))'03!)*!(.'%53!0%)+(!*-.80Q,)44-(0!.+/!*')2!%5(!

mid-19th century of engineering brick, sloping to a 
drainage channel.

 ! !U(80!*)'!5.'+(00!.+/!%.,>3!0)2(%#2(0!#+!.!0(1.'.%(!
harness room with fireplace. 

 ! !V)2(%#2(0!,5.**!4)$(0!*)'!0%)'#+8!*((/3!.+/!,&449A
holes for lanterns, grooming brushes, medicines etc.

Rarity and Significance:  Free-standing stables are rare, 
as they were commonly built as part of multi-functional 
ranges. Those with complete internal fittings are 
increasingly rare.

")00/.-(3!X11('!N(+0-(9/.-(!b!7.a(-!`)&-/(+

Gunnerside, Swaledale. © Gwynneth Jackson S!*#+(!.+/!&+&0&.-!($.21-(!)*!.!0%.4-(!.%!c($2))'3!T#//('/.-(3!<#%5!
steps to a granary above withflight holes to a dovecote. Freestanding 
dovecotes are confined to high-status sites and a small number of 
(0%.%(!*.'20:!b!".'8.'(%!T#(>(Q!T.%&'.-!C+8-.+/

U#+*)-/!7)&0(!G.'23!`.'0/.-(!b!7.a(-!`)&-/(+
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Field Lime Kiln 

A small kiln for burning limestone to produce lime 
for building works or as a soil improver. Field kilns 
/(6(-)1(/!*')2!(.'-#('!,-.21!>#-+0:!")0%!/.%(!*')2!%5(!
1('#)/!DW\JADE\J:!

Lime kilns are free standing structures, normally 
0F&.'(!)'!')&+/(/!#+!1-.+!.+/!1.'%-9!4&#-%!#+%)!.!0-)1(3!
enclosing an egg cup shaped bowl, originally open at 
the top, with a central opening, draw arch formed with 
lintels or stone arches, providing access and shelter to 
the draw hole at the base of the bowl.

_)<-0!.'(!+)'2.--9!-#+(/!<#%5!0.+/0%)+(3!-.%('!($.21-(0!

are often lined with firebricks. Normally associated with 
-#2(0%)+(!)&%,')10!)'!F&.''#(0:!@.'8(!>#-+03!)'!($.21-(0!
with two or more bowls, are more likely to have been 
for commercial than agricultural use. 

Rarity and Significance: Limekilns are distributed 
throughout the limestone areas of the Dales, and lime 
played a vital role in promoting the fertility of arable 
land across the Dales. Several hundred lime kiln sites 
are known from documentary evidence, but surviving 
($.21-(0!)*!*#(-/!>#-+0!#+!8))/!,)+/#%#)+!.'(!'.'(:!

Churn Stand 

A small roadside platform to hold milk churns for 
collection by lorry. In use by the 1920s and made 
redundant by the introduction of bulk milk collection. 
They are typically in a roadside position close to the 
farm gate, with a stone flag or concrete top and steps 
for easy access.

Rarity and Significance:  S!)+,(H&4#F&#%)&0!*(.%&'(!)*!
dairy farms, their position means that many have been 
demolished during road improvements. 

S!*#(-/!-#2(!>#-+!)+!B)+#0%)+!e-/!U.0%&'(3!N5.'*(/.-(:! 
b!P)4('%!N5#%(!Q!=?TUS!

S!*#(-/!-#2(!>#-+!.%!7#85!S44)%0#/(!#+!X11('!N(+0-(9/.-(:!b!P)4('%!
N5#%(Q=?TUS

B5&'+!0%.+/!.%!_&'%('0(%%3!N(+0-(9/.-(:!b!P)4('%!N5#%(!Q!=?TUS: S!,5&'+!0%.+/!+(.'!B.'1('49!#+!N(+0-(9/.-(:! 
b!P)4('%!N5#%(Q=?TUS
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The strong and coherent architectural character of the 
Yorkshire Dales is in large part due to the dominance 
of stone across its landscape. This largely results from 
successive phases of rebuilding, there now being 
fragmentary evidence for former heather-thatched and 
0#+8-(A0%)'(9(/!5)&0(03!4(*)'(!%5(!($%(+0#6(!'(4&#-/#+8!
of houses from the late 17th century, and of farm 
4&#-/#+80!*')2!%5(!-.%(!DE%5!,(+%&'9:!

 ! !C6#/(+,(!*)'!4&#-/#+8!#+!%#24('!#0!6('9!*'.82(+%.'9!
and is largely confined to reused timbers including 
cruck blades in lintels and roof carpentry.

The principal building materials are:

 ! !7.'/!0.+/0%)+(!*')2!%5(!"#--0%)+(!`'#%!.+/!=)'(/.-(!
V('#(0!'),>0:!7.'/!-#2(0%)+(!*')2!=)'(/.-(!V('#(0!
and Great Scar Limestone. 

 ! !@.'8(!4)&-/('0!O(''.%#,0R!/(1)0#%(/!*')2!(-0(<5('(!
by glacial action, found in footings of buildings and 
walls. 

 ! !P(/!,)+8-)2('.%(!H!.!2#$!)*!'(//#05!'),>3!1(44-(0!
and granite - in the Sedbergh area. 

 ! !X0(!)*!0%)+(!*-.80!O0.+/0%)+(R!.+/!B&24'#.+!0-.%(!
#+,'(.0(/!*')2!%5(!-.%(!DW%5!,(+%&'9!.+/!N(-05!0-.%(!
from the mid 19th century. These were generally 
laid in diminishing courses with stone ridge pieces, 
and with stone copings and kneelers being other 

distinctive features. There is also some now very rare 
survival of wrestler slates to ridges. 

 ! !7(-<#%5!_'#/8(!*-.803!.!*(.%&'(!)*!P#44-(0/.-(3!.'(!'.'(!
as a roofing material but can be found used as stone 
troughs and gate posts.

 ! !B).'0(!/#.8)+.-!%))-#+8!<.0!)*%(+!(21-)9(/!#+!
the 17th century, and scutched tooling occurs 
sporadically from the late 17th century onwards. 

 ! ![+!%5(!2#/A!%)!-.%(!DE%5!.+/!DL%5!,(+%&'#(0!%5(!
most widespread type of masonry dressing was 
herringbone tooling. 

 ! !")'(!'(8&-.'-9A*#+#05(/!0%)+(!4(,.2(!2)'(!
,)22)+!#+!%5(!-.%(!DE%5!.+/!DL%5!,(+%&'#(03!
especially for storeyed farm buildings and 
farmhouses, and is associated with the more 
widespread introduction of lime mortar (earth 
mortar being the standard bonding before). 

 ! !N.%('05)%!2.0)+'93!<5('(!%5(!)&%('!*.,(!#0!%#-%(/!
%)!%5')<!<.%('!)**!%5(!<.--03!#0!.!%(,5+#F&(!%5.%!<.0!
&0(/!#+!&1-.+/!.'(.0!4(%<((+!%5(!-.%(!DE%5!.+/!2#/A
19th century.

 ! !;5#+!'(+/('!,).%Q-#2(<.05!&0(/!#+!P#44-(0/.-(!.+/!
N(+0-(9/.-(:!X0(!)*!<5#%(A1.#+%(/!'(+/('!,)22)+!
in the Dentdale area – a tradition commonly 
associated with Cumbria.

National Background

7#0%)'#,!*.'20%(./0!'(*-(,%!C+8-.+/^0!5&8(!/#6('0#%9!#+!8()-)893!.+/!/#**('(+,(0!#+!4&#-/#+8!%'./#%#)+0!.+/!<(.-%53!
estate policy, access to transport links and the management of local timber and other resources. This has 
contributed to great contrasts and variety in traditional walling and roofing materials and forms of construction, 
which often survived much longer on working farm buildings than farmhouses. Buildings in stone and brick, 
'))*(/!<#%5!%#-(!)'!0-.%(3!#+,'(.0#+8-9!'(1-.,(/!4&#-/#+80!#+!,-.93!%#24('!.+/!%5.%,5!*')2!%5(!-.%('!DE%5!,(+%&'9:!
Building materials such as softwood timber, brick, slate and iron could also be imported onto the farm via coastal 
and river ports, canals and rail. There also appeared in the 19th century a range of standard architectural detail, 
such as part-glazed and ventilated windows and the use of cast and wrought iron for columns and other detail. 
U'(*.4'#,.%(/!,)+0%'&,%#)+!#+!#+/&0%'#.-!2.%('#.-0!2./(!#%0!<.9!)+%)!*.'20!*')2!%5(!DE\J03!4&%!/#/!+)%!4(,)2(!
dominant and widespread until after the 1950s.

Detail of a rare “wrestler” ridge roof on a field barn near Selside, 
P#44-(0/.-(!b!P)4('%!N5#%(!Q!=?TUS

V%.4-(!.%!@)<!7)&0(3!`.'0/.-(3!05)<#+8!%5(!0%((1A'))*(/!)&%-#+(!)*!
.!*)'2('!5(.%5('!%5.%,5(/!4&#-/#+8:!b!P)4('%!N5#%(!Q!=?TUS!
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Through stones, which provided additional strength to walls, are 
*)&+/!.,')00!%5(!?.-(0:!b!d('(29!@.>(!Q!C+8-#05!7('#%.8(

A sliding hit-and-miss ventilator, a feature wide;ly introduced in the 
2#/A-.%(!DL%5!,(+%&'9!%)!.+#2.-!5)&0#+8:!b!d('(29!@.>(!Q!C+8-#05!
7('#%.8(

S!6('9!'.'(!0&'6#6#+8!($.21-(!)*!<)6(+!5.a(-!%)!%5(!*-))'!)*!.!,)<!
house. © National Trust

7)-(0!.+/!0-#%0!%)!.#/!%5(!6(+%#-.%#)+!)*!,.%%-(!5)&0#+8!.+/!5.9!
storage, as in this field barn at Gunnerside in Swaledale, are a 
prominent feature of many Dales farm buildings. Note also the 
2&,>!5)-(!%)!%5(!'#85%!)*!%5(!/))':!b!P)4('%!N5#%(Q=?TUS

Carved stone kneelers, which finish stone copings in decorative style, 
.'(!<#/(-9!*)&+/:!b!d('(29!@.>(!Q!C+8-#05!7('#%.8(

S!01-#%A-(6(-!1-.+>!/))':!b!d('(29!@.>(!Q!C+8-#05!7('#%.8(
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Issues for Recording and Research

 ! !;5(!'(-.%#)+05#1!)*!*#(-/!4.'+!/#0%'#4&%#)+!%)!%(+&'#.-!
patterns and the date and nature of enclosure.

 ! !;5('(!#0!.!8'(.%!/#6('0#%9!)*!*-))'!1-.+0!.+/!
arrangements to agricultural buildings of different 
types, reflecting developments over time and local 
/#**('(+,(0:!;5(0(!'(F&#'(!*&'%5('!#+6(0%#8.%#)+!4(*)'(!
this evidence is lost. 

 ! !V)2(!*.'25)&0(0!2.9!'(%.#+!1)00#4-(!(6#/(+,(!
of their origin as former longhouses dating from 
16th century or earlier. This evidence comprises 
hearth-passage plans (where the stack backs onto 
a through-passage) and rebuilt lower ends (now 
serving as outbuildings or integrated into the 
domestic plan) which could have served as cattle 
housing. 

 ! !C6#/(+,(!O#+!-#+%(-0!.+/!'))*!,.'1(+%'9R!*)'!'(&0(/!
structural carpentry including cruck blades and 
beams with mortices from former timber-framed 
buildings.

 ! !;5(!.,,&'.%(!/.%#+8!)*!*#(-/!4.'+03!#+,-&/#+8!%5(!
analysis of reused timber in lintels and roof carpentry, 
can reveal much about the post-medieval enclosure 
of the Dales. Field barns are documented from the 
early 17th century, and there is evidence that their 
construction is associated with the enclosure and 
emerging importance of cattle as the ‘backbone’ of 
the Dales economy by the late 17th century. 

 ! !;5(!'(-.%#)+05#1!4(%<((+!%5(!.',5.()-)8#,.-!
evidence from the medieval period for elevated 
stack stands and the platforms of timber, cruck-built 
field barns often built across the slopes and the 
development of field barns. 

! ! !;5(!(6#/(+,(!*)'!*#(-/!4.'+0!%5.%!'(%.#+!%5(!0%((1!
roof pitches, footings and padstones of earlier stone-
built and heather-thatched barns. These could be 
contemporary with the rebuilding of formerly single-
storey heather-thatched farmhouses in stone and 
slate, which commenced in earnest – as elsewhere in 
the northern uplands – in the late 17th century. 

 ! !;5(!(6#/(+,(!*)'!(.'-9!*.'20%(./!4.'+03!%5(#'!
5#0%)'#,.-!,)+%($%!O<5(%5('!%5(9!.'(!.00),#.%(/!<#%5!
)<+('!),,&1#('0!)'!8(+%'9!*.'203!*)'!($.21-(R!.+/!
their internal arrangements.

FURTHER READING AND ISSUES FOR RECORDING AND RESEARCH
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